New, Transitions® XTRActive® Polarized™ lenses are the only & best ever
photochromic polarized lenses1, specially designed for wearers who are very light
sensitive and are frequently exposed to very bright light and reﬂective glare.

NEED FOR EXTRA LIGHT PROTECTION
PROVEN BY SCIENCE

Demanding light situations, such as
very bright light or reﬂective glare,
can compromise our vision.
Repetitive exposure to intense light
can create a cumulative eﬀect and
could have an impact on eye health.2

MORE RELEVANT THAN EVER

9/10 wearers are light sensitive &
3/10 are very light sensitive3
More wearers struggle with light linked
to modern lives and pandemic context.
WORLDWIDE, PEOPLE DECLARE4
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protecting their eyes
from UV and harmful
blue light is more
important than ever.

spending more time
on screens than before
the pandemic

69%
eyeglasses are
important
for my eye health

THE ONLY AND BEST EVER POLARIZED
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A NEW DIMENSION
OF VISION EXPERIENCE

UNIQUE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Transitions XTRActive Polarized lenses combine an exclusive multi-layer matrix with
new Transitions XTRActive broad-spectrum dyes for more darkness and new ultra-fast
dichroic dyes for polarization.
NEW XTRACTIVE DYES
Powered by a broader
spectrum of both UV and
visible light, Transitions
XTRActive Polarized
lenses are clear indoors
with a hint of protective
tint and capture more
light energy to get extra
dark outdoors 6 and even
activate in the car. 7

The true magic behind these
lenses is provided proprietary,
ultra-fast dichroic dyes that
give the lenses the ability to
dynamically polarize - going
from no polarization indoors
to up to 90% of polarization
eﬃciency outdoors.5
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For more information, visit TransitionsCampus.com

